We present new minimax results that concisely capture the relative benefits of source and target labeled data, under covariate-shift. Namely, we show that, in general classification settings, the benefits of target labels are controlled by a transfer-exponent γ that encodes how singular Q is locally w.r.t. P , and interestingly allows situations where transfer did not seem possible under previous insights. In fact, our new minimax analysis -in terms of γ -reveals a continuum of regimes ranging from situations where target labels have little benefit, to regimes where target labels dramatically improve classification. We then show that a recently proposed semi-supervised procedure can be extended to adapt to unknown γ, and therefore requests target labels only when beneficial, while achieving nearly minimax transfer rates.
Introduction
Transfer learning addresses the many practical situations where much labeled data is available from a source distribution P , but relatively little labeled data is available from a target distribution Q. The aim is to harness source data to improve prediction on the target Q, assuming the source P is informative about Q. Naturally, a main theoretical question is in understanding relations (or divergences) between P and Q that allow information transfer, and in particular, that tightly characterize the relative benefits of source and target labeled samples (towards informing practice).
We focus on nonparametric classification, i.e., predicting labels Y of future X drawn from Q, with minimal assumptions on P and Q. The most common setting is that of covariate-shift where P Y |X = Q Y |X , but Q X may differ from P X . While equal conditionals may seem restrictive, it is well motivated by common applications of transfer (e.g. image, speech, or document classification). The question is then how to express the changes in marginals P X , Q X in the context of transfer.
We present new minimax results that concisely capture the relative benefits of source and target labeled data, under covariate-shift. Namely, we show that the benefits of target labels are controlled by a transfer-exponent γ that encodes how singular Q is locally w.r.t. P , and interestingly allows situations where transfer did not seem possible under previous insights. In fact, our new minimax analysis -in terms of γ -reveals a continuum of regimes ranging from situations where target labels have little benefit, to regimes where target labels dramatically improve classification.
The notion of transfer-exponent follows a natural intuition, present in the literature, that transfer is hardest if P X does not properly cover regions of large Q X mass. In particular, γ parametrizes the behavior of ball-mass ratios Q(B(x, r))/P (B(x, r)) as a function of neighborhood size r (see Definition 3), namely, that these ratios behave like r −γ . We will see, through both lower and upperbounds, that transfer is easiest as γ → 0 and hardest as γ → ∞.
Interestingly, γ is well defined even when Q is singular w.r.t. P -in which case common notions of density-ratio and information-theoretic divergences (KL or Renyi) fail to exist, and common extensions of total-variation can be too large to characterize transfer. We note that singularity of Q w.r.t. P can often be the case in practice where high-dimensional data is often very structured, and transfer often involves going from a generic set of data from a domain P to a more structured subdomain Q. Here, our results can directly inform practice: target labels yield greater performance with lower-dimensional Q, but are not necessary; if Q were of higher dimension than P , the benefits of source labels quickly saturate. Now when Q and P are of the same dimension, even sharing the same support, the notion of γ reveals yet a rich set of regimes where transfer is possible at different rates, while usual notions of task-relatedness might indicate otherwise.
As alluded to above, a practical question motivating much of this work, is whether, given a large database of source data, acquiring additional target data might further improve classification; this is usually difficult to test given the costs and unavailability of target data. Here, by capturing the interaction of source and target sample sizes in our rates, in terms of γ, we can sharply characterize those sampling regimes where target or source data are most beneficial. We then show that it is in fact possible to adapt to unknown γ, i.e., request target labels only when beneficial, while also attaining nearly optimal classification rates in terms of unknown distributional parameters.
Detailed Results and Related Work
Many interesting notions of divergence have been proposed that successfully capture a general sense of when transfer is possible. In fact, the literature on transfer is by now expansive, and we cannot hope to truly do it justice.
A first line of work considers refinements of total-variation that encode changes in error over the classifiers being used (as defined by a hypothesis class H). The most common such measures are the so-called d A -divergence (Ben-David et al., 2010a,b; Germain et al., 2013) and Y-discrepancy (Mansour et al., 2009a; Mohri and Medina, 2012; Cortes et al.) . These notions are the first to capture -through differences in mass over space -the intuition that transfer is easiest when P has sufficient mass in regions of substantial Q-mass. Typical excess-error bounds on classifiers learned from source (and some or no target) data are of the form o p (1) + C · divergence(P, Q). In other words, transfer seems impossible when these divergences are large; this is certainly the case in very general situations. However, as we show, there are ranges of reasonable situations (0 ≤ γ < ∞) where transfer is possible, even at fast rates (while using only source data), yet the above divergences remain large (see Remark 1 of Section 2.3). Also, interestingly, such divergences are symmetric for pairs (P, Q), while our notion of γ is not, attesting to the fact that transfer might be possible from P to Q, while hard from Q to P .
Another prominent line or work, which has led to many practical procedures, considers so-called ratios of densities f Q /f P or similarly Radon-Nikodym derivatives dQ/dP as a way to capture the similarity between P and Q (Quionero- Candela et al., 2009; Sugiyama et al., 2012) . It is often assumed in such work that dQ/dP is bounded which corresponds to the regime γ = 0 in our case (see Example 2 of Section 2.3). Typical excess-error bounds are dominated by the estimation rates for dQ/dP (see e.g. rates for α-Hölder dQ/dP , α → 0, in Kpotufe (2017)), which unfortunately could be arbitrarily higher than the minimax rates we establish for that setting with γ = 0 . Furthermore, as previously mentioned, dQ/dP is inadequate in common scenarios with structured data, or can be unbounded even while γ remains small (see Example 3 of Section 2.3).
Another line of work, instead considers information-theoretic measures such as KL-divergence or Renyi divergence (Sugiyama et al., 2008; Mansour et al., 2009b) . In particular, such divergences are closer in spirit to our notion of transfer-exponent γ (viewing it as roughly characterizing the log of ratios between Q X and P X ), but are also undefined in typical scenarios with structured data.
Our upper-bound are established under the nonparametric classification settings of Audibert and Tsybakov (2007) , which parametrize the noise distribution (via smoothness and noise conditions); this allows us to understand the interaction between γ and noise parameters, and capture regimes where classification remains easy despite large γ. Our upper-bounds are established with a generic k-NN classifier defined over the combined source and target sample. In particular, our results imply new convergence rates of independent interest for vanilla k-NN (see Remark 2, Section 3.2).
Our lower-bounds are established over any learner with access to both source and target samples, and interestingly, which also has access to infinite unlabeled source and target data (i.e., is allowed to know P X and Q X ). In other words, our lower-bound imply that our rates cannot be improved with access to unlabeled data, which is often an important consideration in practice given the cost of target labels (Huang et al., 2007; Ben-David and Urner, 2012) .
A related practical consideration, alluded to earlier, are those of semisupervised or active transfer, where, given unlabeled target data, the goal is to request as few target labels as possible to improve classification over using sourced data alone (Saha et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011; Chattopadhyay et al., 2013 ). An early theoretical treatment can be found in (Yang et al., 2013) , but which however considers a transfer setting with fixed marginal but varying conditionals (labeling functions). The recent work of Berlind and Urner (2015) gives a nice first theoretical treatment of the problem under similar nonparametric conditions as ours; however their work is less concerned with a minimax understanding of the problem, and mostly concerned with algorithmic strategies towards minimizing label requests. We will show how to extend their procedure to achieve minimax transfer rates in terms of unknown problem parameters, while requesting target labels only when necessary (as controlled by unknown γ).
Paper Outline
We start with definitions and setup in Section 2, followed by an overview of results in Section 3. We discuss the main lines of the analysis in Section 4, followed by detailed proofs in the appendix.
Preliminaries

Basic Distributional Setting
We consider a classification setting where the input variable X belongs to a compact metric space (X , ρ) of diameter ∆ X , and the label variable Y belongs to Y ≡ {0, 1}. We consider a source distribution P and a target distribution Q over X × Y. We'll let P X and Q X denote the corresponding marginals over X , and P Y |X and Q Y |X denote the corresponding conditional distributions.
We work under the common covariate-shift setting, where marginals might shift from source to target, although conditionals remain the same. This is formalized below. Some settings with 0 < γ < ∞. Left: the density f P ∝ |x| γ goes fast to 0, while f Q is uniform on the same support; f Q /f P then diverges, but γ is well-defined. Right: Q X has lower-dimensional support X Q ; γ then captures the difference in dimensions. This last case also illustrates the interesting fact that transfer might be possible from P to Q but not from Q to P (γ = ∞ when P is the target).
Definition 1 (Covariate-shift) There exists a measurable function η :
Classifiers under Transfer
The learner has access labeled source data (X,
We write the combined sample as (X, Y) ≡ (X, Y) P ∪ (X, Y) Q . We only assume that (n P ∨ n Q ) ≥ 1, although the regime 0 ≤ n Q ≤ n P is most meaningful in applications of transfer learning.
For any classifier h : X → {0, 1} learned over (X, Y), we are interested in the target error
Our results concern the best error achievable by any classifier h in excess over the error of h * .
Definition 2
The excess error of a classifier h, under target distribution Q, is defined as:
Our minimax analysis aims to upper and lower-bound E Q (ĥ) -in expectation over P n P × Q n Q , over any possible learnerĥ 1 , so as to capture the separate contributions of n P and n Q to the rates.
Transfer-exponent (from
Intuitively, transfer is harder if we are likely to see little data from P X near typical points X ∼ Q X . In other words, for easy transfer from P to Q, we want P X to give reasonable mass to those regions of non-negligible Q X mass. We aim to parametrize how much (P, Q) deviates from this ideal.
Let B(x, r) denote the closed ball {x ∈ X : ρ(x, x ) ≤ r}. Let X P denote the support of P X , i.e., X P . = {x ∈ X : P X (B(x, r)) > 0, ∀r > 0}, and similarly define X Q as the support of Q X . Remark that because (X , ρ) is compact and hence separable, we have P X (X P ) = Q X (X Q ) = 1.
1. We will at times conflate the learnerĥ : (X, Y) → 2 X with its output classifierĥ ∈ 2 X for ease of notation.
Definition 3 We say that (P, Q) has transfer-exponent γ ∈ R + ∪{0, ∞}, if there exists a constant C γ ∈ (0, 1], and a region
First, notice that every pair (P, Q) satisfies the above with at least γ = +∞, since the condition in (2) then just defaults to P X (B(x, r)) ≥ 0. Second, if (2) holds for some γ, then it holds for any γ > γ; our results are therefore to be understood as holding for the smallest admissible such transfer-exponent γ. We will see that transfer-learning gets easier with smaller γ, i.e., achievable rates depend more on n P and less on n Q as γ → 0. In particular for γ = 0, we need a number of target labels n Q n P to get any speedup beyond the rates achievable with n Q = 0 target labels. For γ = ∞, we have nearly no transfer, i.e., n P has little effect on achievable rates.
Next, to get a sense of the applicability of the above definition, let's consider some examples of situations with different transfer-exponents, including the boundary cases γ = ∞ and γ = 0. As it turns out, these boundary cases encompass much of the usual regimes covered by previous analyses.
Example 1 (Disjoint supports, or higher-dimensional target) Suppose X Q \ X P = ∅. Then γ = ∞ since for any x ∈ X Q \ X P , ∃r > 0 s.t. P (B(x, r)) = 0 while Q(B(x, r)) > 0. An important such case in practice is when the support X Q is of higher dimension than X P . As we'll see, sourcelabeled data have minimal benefits in such cases (beyond improving constants) as discussed above.
Example 2 (Bounded density ratio dQ X /dP X ) Let Q X be absolutely continuous w.r.t. P X and therefore admit a density (Radon-Nikodym derivative) dQ X /dP X w.r.t. P X . If dQ X /dP X ≤ C, we then have γ = 0, since for any ball B we have Q X (B) = B dQ X dP X dP X ≤ C · P X (B). Arguably, this is the most studied case in transfer under covariate-shift.
Example 3 (Unbounded density ratio dQ X /dP X ) Again, let Q X admit a density dQ X /dP X w.r.t. P X . However we now allow dQ X /dP X to diverge at some points or regions in space; the speed at which it diverges is then controlled by γ. This is a sense in which we might view γ as encoding a degree of singularity of Q X w.r.t. P X . Here is a concrete example (see also Figure 1 ):
Let Q X be uniform on ([−1, 1], ρ . = | · |) (or have bounded Lebesgue density), and let P X have Lebesgue density f P (x) ∝ |x| γ on [−1, 1]. Then dQ X /dP X = 1/(2f P ) and diverges at x = 0. It is immediate that (2) holds for any ball centered at x = 0. It is not hard to check however that (2) holds at all x ∈ [−1, 1] since P X can only assign higher mass away from 0.
Following the above example, we can see that γ = ∞ happens when dQ X /dP X diverges at a rate faster than polynomial (e.g. let f P (x) ∝ exp(−1/|x|)). Such fast divergence in dQ X /dP X happens for instance if P X and Q X are sufficiently separated Gaussians, in which case transfer can be hard. In fact, the example of two Gaussians was given earlier in (Cortes et al., 2010) where it is shown that this is a case where transfer is hard for importance-sampling approaches; our present results indicate that, in a minimax sense, such situations might be hard for any approach.
Example 4 (Q X has lower-dimension) Suppose that Q X has support X Q of dimension d Q , while P X has support X P of dimension d P ≥ d Q (Figure 1) . In a generic metric space, this would be formalized w.r.t. the mass assigned to balls as Q X (B(x, r)) ∝ r d Q while P X (B(x, r)) ∝ r d P for x ∈ X Q (see e.g. Definition 6), following similar intuition for Euclidean spaces. It is then direct that we would have γ = d P − d Q . This is again a sense in which γ encodes the strength of singularity of Q X w.r.t. P X . We'll then see that the smaller d Q d P , the more useful target labels are.
We remark that, in practice, γ might capture any mix of the above examples, but clearly serves to measure the degree to which Q X is close to singular w.r.t. P X (Example 3) or the strength of such singularity (Example 4).
Remark 1 (Divergences can be large) Common notions of dissimilarity used in transfer take the form d A (Q X , P X ) = sup A∈A |Q X (A) − P X (A)|, where A ∈ A are subsets of X encoding classification decisions (indicators over classifiers h in a fixed set H, or their symmetric differences). For common families A we would have div(Q X , P X ) ≥ 1/2 (leading to vacuous transfer rates), while we'll see that nontrivial transfer remains possible (0 < γ < ∞). This will be the case for instance when X Q is of lower-dimension than X P as in Example 4 above: suppose for instance that P X is uniform on a cube [0, 1] d P , and Q X is uniform on a hyperplane through the cube; if A is all half-spaces (encoding linear separators or their symmetric differences) it's then clear that div(Q X , P X ) ≥ 1/2 while γ = 1. In fact, even when P and Q have the same dimension and same support (as in Example 2 or 3), we can construct similar situations where div(Q X , P X ) is large, simply by assigning different masses to an appropriately chosen A ∈ A, while allowing small γ. Furthermore, such situations extend to similar notions such as Y-discrepancy, as the main issue is in that they consider supremum differences in mass.
Information-theoretic divergences (Renyi or KL) seem related to γ if not only for the fact that γ serves to characterize the behavior of log Q X (B(x, r))/P X (B(x, r)) as r → 0. In particular, for the specific choices of distributions in Examples 2, 3 above, it's easy to check that D kl (Q X |P X ) remains small with small γ, and diverges for the examples with γ = ∞. However, the exact relations between D kl (Q X |P X ) and γ (when dQ X /dP X exists) remain unclear and worth further study. Nonetheless, the notion of γ captures more general situations, as it remains well-defined even when Q X is singular w.r.t. P X while Renyi or KL divergences fail to exist.
Classification Regimes
We consider transfer under two nonparametric classification regimes introduced in (Audibert and Tsybakov, 2007) . Both regimes similarly parametrize the behavior of η(x) = E[Y |x] near the boundary 1/2, but differ in their regularity assumptions on Q X , i.e., in whether Q X properly covers its support X Q or not. These regimes capture the hardness of classification w.r.t. Q X , while the transfer-exponent γ of earlier, captures the hardness of transfer from P to Q.
SMOOTHNESS OF η AND LOW NOISE CONDITIONS
Next, we characterize how likely η is to be close to 1/2 under Q X .
Definition 5 (Tsybakov's noise condition for Q) Q has noise parameters β, C β > 0, if ∀t ≥ 0,
The larger β, the easier the classification task.
Note that the above always hold for any Q with at least β = 0 and C 0 = 1.
DEFINITIONS OF REGIMES, AND DIMENSION OF X ∼ Q X
We now present the two classification regimes. The first regime (DM), ensures that Q X has near uniform mass, and corresponds to the strong-density condition of Audibert and Tsybakov (2007) .
This first regime is thus formalized as follows.
(DM) The regression function η is (C α , α)-Hölder, and Q has noise parameters β,
Classification is easiest in this regime, and so turns out to yield faster transfer rates. The quantity d plays the role of the dimension of the input X ∼ Q X (think for instance of
The second regime (BCN), allows arbitrary Q X , and therefore results in harder classification, and also slower transfer, as we will see. For this regime, the following regularity conditions (and quantity d) serve to capture the dimension of the support X Q . Recall, that the r-covering number of a pre-compact set X Q , denoted N (X Q , ρ, r), is the smallest number of ρ-balls of diameter r needed to cover X Q .
Definition 7 (Bounded covering number) We say that
The second regime is thus formalized as follows.
(BCN) The regression function η is (C α , α)-Hölder, and Q has noise parameters β, C β . Furthermore, X Q has (C d , d)-bounded covering number.
The above two parameters, together with the transfer-exponent γ, characterize the classes of distribution tuples (P, Q) considered in this work. We have the following definition.
Definition 8 (Transfer classes) Fix some parameters (C γ , γ, C α , α, C β , β, C d , d) as in Definitions 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7. We call T (DM) (resp. T (BCN) ) the class of all distribution tuples (P, Q) with transfer parameters (C γ , γ) and where Q satisfies (DM) (resp. (BCN)) for the fixed parameters.
Results Overview
We start with lower-bound results (Section 3.1), and matching oracle upper-bounds (Section 3.2). Our adaptivity results are presented in (Section 3.3).
Minimax Lower-Bounds
As shown below, the transfer-exponent γ successfully captures the difficulty of transfer. In particular, the rates of transfer get worse with large γ ∈ R + ∪ {0, ∞}. For simplicity, we focus here on the case where d is an integer, X = [0, 1] d and ρ(x, y) = x − y ∞ . The results do extend to general metric spaces, however with added technicality that adds little additional insight.
There exists a constant c = c(T ) such that, for any classifierĥ learned on (X, Y) and with knowledge of P X , Q X , we have:
Note that, for n P = 0, we recover known classification lower-bounds of Audibert and Tsybakov (2007) . As in that work, our lower-bounds exclude the regime αβ > d for T (DM) as it's not possible to construct nontrivial such settings (see discussion and Proposition 3.4 therein).
The main technicality in our transfer lower-bound is in dealing with two sources of randomness (P, Q), along with the constraint of keeping (P, Q) related through γ. Unlike in usual lower-bounds, the learner has access to non-identical samples, in addition to knowing both marginals P X , Q X . This brings up an interesting point: additional unlabeled data do not improve the rates of transfer.
Minimax Upper-Bounds
Our oracle upper-bounds are established through a generic k-NN classifier as defined below.
denote the k nearest neighbors of x in X (break ties anyhow), with corresponding labels
While k-NN methods have received much renewed attention Samworth et al. (2012) ; Chaudhuri and Dasgupta (2014); Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David (2014) , most results concern the (DM) setting, i.e., assume near-uniform marginals. Our current analysis yields new rates under (BCN).
Remark 2 (New rates for k-NN) Theorem 2 below imply new bounds of independent interest for vanilla k-NN (by setting n P = 0): namely, for (BCN) -which allows general Q X , Gadat et al. (2014) show that the minimax rates of n −(β+1)/(2+d/α+β) Q are reachable by NN methods where k is chosen locally as k(x), assuming a density dQ X (x) is known. Our results instead states that such optimal rates are reachable by a standard k-NN with fixed k. For context, we note that the original rates of (BCN) in (Audibert and Tsybakov, 2007) are achieved by a non-polynomial time procedure.
Theorem 2 (Upper-bounds) Let T denote either T (DM) or T (BCN) . For T = T (BCN) assume further that α < d. There exists a constant C = C(T ) such that, for a k-NN classifierĥ k we have
For the case T = T (BCN) with α = d, C above is replaced with C · log(2(n P + n Q )).
The bounds match those of Theorem 1 up to constants, apart for the corner case T (BCN) with α = d = 1 where an additional log term gets introduced. Thus, the transfer-exponent γ indeed captures the relative benefits of source and target samples. Namely, such relation is captured in the sum (n
In particular, source samples are most beneficial in the sampling-
n Q (the rates are then of order n
), otherwise target samples are most beneficial (the rates then transition to n
can be viewed as a threshold beyond which labeled target-sample yields considerable improvement in classification beyond what's possible with just source samples. Notice that this threshold decreases to 1 as γ → ∞, in other words, even a small amount n Q of target labels can considerably improve classification w.r.t. Q. At γ = 0, P has much information about Q, and we need a large amount n Q ≥ n P of target-samples to improve over pure transfer. Setting n Q = 0, we see that transfer remains possible in a rich continuum of regimes between γ = 0 and γ = ∞ with rates of the form n
Remark 3 (Extended setting) We consider deviations from the above settings of (DM) and (BCN) in Appendix D. In particular, when the supports X Q , X P don't overlap, or when P Y |X deviates from Q Y |X we can obtain the above rates plus an additive term accounting for such deviation.
Adaptive Label Requests
Unfortunately we don't know γ in practice, which begs the question of whether we can directly benefit from unknown but small γ in deciding how much target labels to sample in practice.
Setup: We consider a semi-supervised transfer setting where, initially, the learner has access to labeled source data (X P , Y P ) of size n P , and unlabeled target data X Q of size n Q . The goal is to request few target labels, at most n Q , and then return a classifierĥ with good target error.
This question has received recent attention (Saha et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2011; Chattopadhyay et al., 2013) , with a recent theoretical treatment by Berlind and Urner (2015) which show nontrivial transfer rates in terms of n Q . Their result does not capture the source sample size n P , which is explained here by the fact that their conditions hold with γ = ∞. However, for general γ > 0, we can build on their approach to achieve the above oracle rates without prior knowledge of distributional parameters. Furthermore, the approach has the interesting guarantee that it only requests target labels if they are beneficial, i.e., if the maximum budget n Q is not too small in terms of unknown γ; the threshold for label requests is now a bit larger than that the oracle threshold resulting from Theorem 2 (recall that target labels are less useful when n Q n
). The algorithmic approach of Berlind and Urner (2015) builds on the following useful concept.
Definition 10 (k-2k Cover) Let 1 ≤ k ≤ (n P ∨ n Q )/2, and let X R denote samples in X indexed by R ⊂ [n P + n Q ]. We say that X R is a k-2k cover of X if, for any X i ∈ X, either X i ∈ X R , or its 2k-NN in X (including X i itself) include at least k samples from X R . If the choice of the 2k-NN is not unique, at least one of the possible choices must contain k samples from X R .
The idea in (Berlind and Urner, 2015) is to request labels only for those points in X R ∩ X Q . They present various ways to build such a cover, the obvious way being to start with the labeled samples, i.e., X R = X P , and add in points from X Q \ X R that do not satisfy the conditions. Following this, classification then consists of a k-NN estimate over a labeled sample (X R , Y R ).
We modify the procedure of Berlind and Urner (2015) and construct a cover X R which is simultaneously a k-2k cover for all k in log-scale [log n : n/2], n = n P ∨ n Q (see Algorithm 1, Appendix C). We then propose a NN classifier that automatically chooses an appropriate value of k (in the given range), locally at every query x (see Algorithm 2, Appendix C); such choice of k builds on so-called Lepski's method (Lepski and Spokoiny, 1997) for adaptivity.
Definition 11 (Cover-based local NN) Consider X R ⊂ X, indexed by R ⊂ [n P + n Q ], and which is simultaneously a k-2k cover for all values of k in the range K .
, for some k 0 = Θ(log(n p + n Q )) to be specified. Query labels, once, for all X i ∈ X R ∩ X Q , and let (X, Y) R denote the labeled set. A cover-based local NN classifier, denotedĥ R , is a k-NN classifier defined over such (X, Y) R , and which uses a local choice of k = k(x) ∈ K at every query x.
As in (Berlind and Urner, 2015) , our results rely on the following two additional assumptions. The first holds for instance for Euclidean subspaces (with known upper-bounds on V B ); a simple example of the second assumption is one where Q X has an upper-bounded Lebesgue density in R d .
The following adaptivity result matches the earlier minimax rates (up to log factors in k 0 ).
Theorem 3 (Adaptive rates) Let Assumption 1 hold, and let T denote
There exists a cover-based local NN classifierĥ R , defined with k 0 = Θ(log(n p +n Q )), and which, without knowledge of the parameters
We have:
Recall from Theorems 1 and 2 that the above is the best rate attainable even if we request n Q target labels. We in fact request much less whenever target labels have little benefit, i.e., when n P is already sufficiently large (in terms of unknown γ) w.r.t. the budget n Q .
Theorem 4 (Labeling threshold) Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. For 0 < δ < 1, set k 0 = V B log(2(n P + n Q )) + log(6/δ) , and let K be the corresponding range of k-values (Definition 9). Then it is possible to construct X R (a uniform k-2k cover for k ∈ K) with the following property. Under both regimes T (DM) or T (BCN) , there exists a constant C = C(γ, d) > 0 such that, with probability at least 1 − δ, there is no label query whenever n
It remains unclear whether a tighter labeling threshold is achievable (as in Theorem 2) without prior knowledge of distributional parameters such as α and β. However the above labeling threshold maintains the ideal property that label queries are unlikely as γ → 0, without knowledge of γ.
Analysis Overview
We now present our main technical ideas, while the full analysis is provided in the appendix.
Lower-Bound Analysis
As stated earlier, the main technicality in the proof of Theorem 1 is in the coupling of P and Q, i.e., dealing with classifiers learned on non-identical samples. At a high-level, we call on known extensions of Fano's lemma (Cover and Thomas, 2012) which roughly state the following:
Let {Π h } denote distributions indexed by h ∈ H. Suppose all h s are far from each other under a semi-metricρ, but Π h 's are close in KL-divergence (Kullback-Leibler). Then, for any learnerĥ of h, there is a sizable Π h -probability thatĥ isρ-far from h.
See Proposition 2 for such a statement (due to Tsybakov (2009)). The work of Audibert and Tsybakov (2007) instead uses an approach based on so-called Assouad lemma.
For our purpose, the h indices would stand for Bayes classifiers over possible regression functions η satisfying (DM) or (BCN). Let (P, Q) denote a transfer tuple with corresponding Bayes classifier h; for fixed n P , n Q , we let Π h = P n P × Q n Q , thus coupling P and Q into a single distribution. Now, while the KL-divergences over the family involve both P and Q, we are free to definē ρ over Q X alone, and thus relate it to the target excess error E Q . Now what's left is to ensure that the various conditions of (DM) or (BCN) are satisfied.
For conditions involving only Q (smoothness, noise, and dimension), we follow closely the original lower-bound construction of Audibert and Tsybakov (2007) , apart for some technical details in our choice of smooth basis functions (η is chosen as a linear combination of simple basis functions crossing 1/2). Now, to ensure that any given transfer-exponent γ holds, we divide up the mass of P X appropriately over space, following the type of intuitions laid out in Examples 1, 2, 3, 4 of Section 2.3. The rest involves adjusting the construction properly so that h's are sufficiently far in ρ =ρ(Q X ), while Π h 's (involving both P, Q) remain sufficiently close in KL-divergence.
Finally, we note that the marginals P X , Q X remain fixed for our choice family {Π h }, and thus might be known to the learner (which is allowed to know the family, but not the data's distribution).
Upper-Bound Analysis
Here we outline the main insights in obtaining Theorem 2. We build on previous insights from work on k-NN methods whenever possible. The two main difficulties are (a), accounting for the noise condition (the parameter β) in the (BCN) setting (without assuming local choices of k of knowledge of Q X as in Gadat et al. (2014)), and (b), merging this with the fact thatĥ k is defined on two non-identical samples (in particular, merging γ into the bound).
First, a general step in analyses of k-NN (and other plug-in classifiers) is the following inequality which relates classification error forĥ k = 1{η k ≥ 1/2} to the regression error |η k − η|:
This is direct from the definition of excess error in equation (1): notice that, for any fixed x, the eventĥ
We first remark that, from (3), E Q (ĥ k ) is trivially bounded by 2|η k (x) − η(x)|, which unfortunately yields a weak bound in terms of α alone (smoothness). The usual approach in accounting for β relies on the following simple insight: suppose a uniform bound sup x |η k (x) − η(x)| ≤ t held (at least in high-probability) for some t = t(k, n P , n Q ), then we would have E Q (ĥ k ) ≤ C β t (β+1) , using the fact that E Z · 1{Z ≤ t} ≤ t · P(Z ≤ t), and letting Z . = |η(X) − 1/2|. Under (DM) such uniform bound on regression error are possible, even in our transfer setting, since the problem is similarly hard everywhere in space. Unfortunately, such uniform bound is not possible under (BCN) where the difficulty changes over space as both P X , Q X vary.
Our approach therefore is to decompose the regression error into various terms, some of which can be bounded uniformly over x ∈ X Q . Namely, suppose
In other words, if we can bound some such term G i uniformly over x by some t i , we can proceed
, and thus account for β in our final bound on the classification error E Q (ĥ k ). We start our decomposition in a standard way as follows.
Fix any x and let
By a triangle inequality and the fact that η is (C α , α) Hölder, we have:
Now, although NN distances ρ(X (i) , x) over X are trivially bounded by the distance to the k-th NN of x in either samples X P or X Q , such a bound would be in terms of only n P or only n Q , and therefore would not properly capture the interaction between n P and n Q ; in particular the effect of the transfer-exponent γ can get lost. However, as it turns out, the interaction between n P and n Q (in terms of γ) is easiest to capture when bounding 1-NN distances rather than k-NN distances.
We therefore proceed by first reducing the problem of bounding k-NN distances to that of bounding 1-NN distances by extending a useful trick of Györfi et al. (2006, Section 6. 3) to our transfer setting with two samples. Start with the following definition.
Definition 12 (Implicit 1-NNs) Divide (X, Y) into k disjoint batches each containing
The decomposition in (6) serves to further isolate terms that can be bounded uniformly over x, namely G 1 and G 2 . The above discussion then leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Error Decomposition) Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n P ∨ n Q and letĥ k be the k-NN classifier on (X, Y). Consider any x ∈ X with k nearest neighbors {X (i) } k 1 , and implicit 1-NN's {X i } k 1 . Let G i (x), i = 1, 2, 3 denote the three terms in inequality (6), and for each G i (x) define the function
where the expectations are taken over (X, Y) and X.
Proof Apply (4) (with Z . = |η − 1/2|) to the decomposition of (6), and conclude using (3).
The first two terms in (7) are of order (1/ √ k) (β+1) as shown via a concentration and chaining argument (see Lemma 11, Appendix B). The term E[Φ 3 (X)] accounts for γ (see Lemmas 12 and 14, resp. for (DM) and (BCN)): for intuition, remark that the 1-NN tail P(ρ(X 1 , x) > t) equals
Careful tail-integration reveals further dependence on β while optimally capturing γ. Finally, Theorem 2 is obtained by optimizing over k. All details are given in Appendix B.
Analysis for Adaptive Labeling
We start with some intuition about the adaptive rates of Theorem 3.
First,ĥ R is defined as 1{η ≥ 1/2} for a k-NN regression estimateη, where k is chosen adaptively at every x, following Lepski's method (see Algorithm 2). Namely,η(x) is chosen from a confidence interval on η(x) iteratively refined over k-NN regression estimatesη k (x) of η(x) for increasing values of k in the range K. These intervals are of the formη k ± 1/ √ k, accounting for variance in the estimates, and overlap as long as variance dominates bias. The stopping condition is such that, whenever these intervals diverge, we can ensure that the current value of k approximately balances bias and variance terms, and in particular yields a regression bound |η(x) − η(x)| of the same order as that of the optimal regression choice k * (x) at x (which is itself unknown).
It follows that the regression error forη(x) cannot be much worse than that for the optimal global classification choice of k * = k * (γ, α, β, d). Thus, suppose for now that the NN estimates were computed over a full sample (X, Y) R = (X, Y). Then, we can conclude using inequality (3) that the classification error ofĥ R is no worse than that ofĥ k * since, pointwise we have
However, the NN estimates are actually computed over (X, Y) R ⊂ (X, Y). We therefore have to argue that the best possible regression error over (X, Y) R is of similar order as that over (X, Y). A first remark is that the variance terms (first term in (5)) remain of the same order O(1/ √ k) uniformly over x. The bias terms (second term of (5)) are in terms of NN distances in X R . Fortunately, an interesting property of a k-2k cover shown by Berlind and Urner (2015) is that they approximately preserve distances to the k-th NN of any x in the original sample. Here, in order to bring in the effect of γ, we reduce these distances to implicit 1-NN distances (see above discussion of Section 4.2); we therefore derive a similar result showing that in fact all i-th NN distances, i ≤ k, are approximately preserved.
Finally, Theorem 4 follows from a main intuition behind the notion of a k-2k cover. First fix x = X i for some X i ∈ X Q . Initially X R = X P . Thus, we won't request a label at x if at least k samples from X P fall in a neighborhood of x. In particular, if n P is sufficiently large (w.r.t. n Q as in the result's statement), we can ensure that the smallest ball B Q (x) containing k samples from X Q must also contain k samples from X P (this follows from lower-bounding P X -mass by Q X -mass using the definition of γ). Now, if the smallest ball B P,Q (x) containing 2k samples from X = X P ∪ X Q contains B Q (x), we are done; otherwise B P,Q (x) has less than k samples from X Q and so must have at least k samples from X P . The rest follows from concentration arguments.
The detailed proofs can be found in Appendix C.
Final Remarks
The transfer-exponent γ successfully captures the relative benefits of source and target data, as shown through matching upper and lower-bounds. Our results hold for nonparametric classification. However, other interesting transfer problems such as in regression have received considerable attention in the literature (Blitzer et al., 2011; Kuzborskij and Orabona, 2013; Hoffman et al., 2017) ; it remains unclear whether our present notions tightly capture such problems, especially given the usually stronger structural assumptions on regression functions (e.g. linearity, sparsity). Finally, while γ appears to tightly capture the complexity of transfer in a minimax sense over all possible procedures, it does not properly capture the interaction between (P, Q) and any fixed family of procedures or hypotheses, as is the goal for instance with earlier notions such as the d A -divergence or Y-discrepancy of Ben-David et al. (2010a) and Mansour et al. (2009a 
Appendix A. Lower Bound Analysis
Theorem 1 is a consequence of the below Propositions 3, 4 and 5. Our analysis follows the usual intuition behind traditional minimax proofs (i.e. in finding sufficiently large packings under appropriate metrics) with the added difficulty that here we deal with tuples (P, Q) of distributions from which two separate samples are drawn. Various basic tools are used in the literature, which often build on Fano's inequality, Assouad, or LeCam's approach (Yu, 1997). In particular, Theorem 2.5 of Tsybakov (2009) is stated in a general enough form to address part of our needs.
Proposition 2 (Thm 2.5 of Tsybakov (2009)) Let {Π h } h∈H be a family of distributions indexed over a subset H of a semi-metric (F,ρ). Suppose ∃ h 0 , . . . , h M ∈ H, for M ≥ 2, such that:
, and the average KL-divergence to Π h 0 satisfies
Let Z ∼ Π h , and letĥ : Z → F denote any improper learner of h ∈ H. We have for anyĥ:
We use Proposition 2 on a family of 2 m distribution tuples (P, Q) from T that can be indexed by their related Bayes classifiers h * . As these form a subfamily of T , the proven lower bound work also for the full class T as stated in Theorem 1. All these distribution tuples have the same marginals, that we denote generically by P X and Q X , and differ only by their conditional distributions.
Finally, the choice of the M + 1 elements h i in Proposition 2 should be made such that M is as large as possible while maintaining the packing (i) and covering (ii) conditions of Proposition 2. The following lemma often comes in handy, as it allows us to concentrate on designing a large collection of distributions that satisfy (ii), and then pulling out from it a large enough sub-collection that satisfies (i).
Lemma 5 (Varshamov-Gilbert bound) Let m ≥ 8. Then there exists a subset {σ 0 , . . . , σ M } of {−1, 1} m such that σ 0 = (0, . . . , 0),
We start by the lower bounds for the family T (DM) .
A.1. Lower Bound for
, for some d ∈ N * , and assume that αβ ≤ d and γ < ∞. There exists a constant c = c(T (DM) ) such that, for any classifierĥ learned on (X, Y) and with knowledge of P X , Q X , we have:
Figure 2: 2(a) illustrates the supports of P X and Q X on the hypercubes arising from the subdivision of the space X into X 0 (which serves to account for missing mass) and X \ X 0 where we make η vary (across hypercubes) so as to make classification difficult, subject to the various distributional conditions. 2(b) shows the profiles of densities f P , f Q of P X and Q X on a hypercube in X \ X 0 , having some center z; we note that the construction here is a simple one that allows a transfer-exponent γ at resolution r, while simplifying the analysis; however other constructions such as ones described in Figure 1 also work, but add technicality with no additional insight. 2(c) displays the profile of the regression function (in the Lipschitz case) on the above-mentioned hypercubes. Notice that η maintains a margin r α on B(z, r/6), i.e., on the support of Q X inside the hypercube B(z, r/2).
Proof First, let's fix the following variables, where the constants c r = 1/9, c m = 8 × 9 αβ−d and c w ∈ (0, 1] depends only on the parameters of T (DM) and will be given later.
Note that because of the choices of the constants c r and c m we have that 8 ≤ m < r −1 d . Indeed, as αβ ≤ d by assumption and r ≤ 1/9 we have c m r αβ−d ≥ 8. Furthermore, in order to prove that m < r −1 d , first remark that because r −1 ≥ 9 we have that r −1 < 9 r −1 /8.
Notice that this implies also that we have mw < 1.
CONSTRUCTING THE MARGINAL Q X
Consider a regular subdivision of X = [0, 1] d into r −1 d smaller hypercubes of side length r (see Figure 2 (a)). Call Z the set of the centers of these hypercubes. Now divide arbitrarily the set Z into two disjoints subsets Z 0 and Z 1 such that |Z 1 | = m (we represent only the hypercubes centered in Z 1 in Figure 2(a) ). Set Q X to have a uniform density q 1 > 0 with respect to the Lebesgue measure on each set B(z, r/6) for z ∈ Z 1 , such that B(z, r/6) = w (see Figure 2(b) ). Then, put the remaining weight 1 − mw of Q X uniformly with density q 0 > 0 over the remaining hypercubes centered in Z 0 , that is over X 0 . = ∪ z∈Z 0 B(z, r/2). The rest of the space has probability zero under the target Q X .
Note that if we choose c w small enough we have these densities being bounded from below independently of n P and n Q :
Therefore, from the regularity of its support, this implies that Q X respects the doubling measure assumption for some constant coefficient C d independent of n P and n Q . 2 CONSTRUCTING THE MARGINAL P X Now let's turn to the construction of P X . The idea is to let P X be uniformly distributed on each of the sets B(z, r/6) for z ∈ Z 1 , and so that its density is getting smaller and smaller w.r.t. Q X 's density as r goes to zero (when γ > 0). More precisely, let p 1 = q 1 r γ the density of P X on the B(z, r/6)'s for z in Z 1 . Because of the factor r γ ≤ 1, we have that P X (B(z, r/6)) = Q X (B(z, r/6))r γ ≤ Q X (B(z, r/6)). We therefore put the remaining mass of P X (if any) uniformly on each set B(z, r/2)\B(z, r/3) such that P X (B(z, r/2)) = Q X (B(z, r/2)), ∀z ∈ Z 1 (see Figure 2 (b)). We let P X have a uniform density p 0 , equal to the one of Q X (that is p 0 = q 0 ), on the remaining hypercubes B(z, r/2) for z ∈ Z 0 . Hence we have also P X (B(z, r/2)) = Q X (B(z, r/2)), ∀z ∈ Z 0 .
Recall that the support of Q X is the union of the sets B(z, r/6) for all z ∈ Z 1 and B(z, r/2) for z ∈ Z 0 , hence we can check (2) only for points x in these sets. Fix z ∈ Z 1 , we have ∀x ∈ B(z, r/6), ∀r ∈ [0, r/3]:
And for z ∈ Z 0 , and ∀x ∈ B(z, r/2), ∀r ∈ [0, r/3], the inequality is even more direct:
Therefore we can see that for small values of r ≤ r/3, equation (2) from Definition 3 holds (as C γ ≤ 1). Furthermore, because we set P X (B z ) = Q X (B z ), ∀z ∈ Z, equation (2) holds also for larger r for a fixed constant C γ > 0, that depends only on the dimension d. 3 CONSTRUCTING THE CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS Let u : R + → R + such that:
elsewhere.
It is easy to see that u is 6-Lipschitz. Let C α . = min(C α 6 −α , 1/2) (the fact that we take C α ≤ 1/2 will be useful later in our proof). This implies that C α u α ( . ∞ ) is (C α , α)-Hölder, as 2. We can in fact start with any coefficient for the family T(DM) and satisfy the doubling assumption by properly adjusting the size of the hypercube independently of nP and nQ. See Remark 6. 3. As in the earlier case for the doubling measure condition, we can start with any constant and appropriately adjust the size of the hypercube, independently of nP and nQ. See again Remark 6.
by concavity we have ∀0 ≤ x ≤ y, y α − x α ≤ (y − x) α . Therefore, the following functions are (C α , α)-Hölder:
The profile of these functions on each hypercube B(z, r/2) for z ∈ Z 1 is represented in Figure  2 (c). Now consider the vectors σ ∈ {−1, 1} m that assign values −1 or 1 to each of the m centers z from the set Z 1 . And let the following 2 m (C α , α)-Hölder regression functions, indexed by σ:
where σ(z) ∈ {−1, 1} is the value that σ assigns to z. Note that each of these functions will take constant values (1 ± C α r α )/2 over the balls B(z, r/6) of centers z ∈ Z 1 and be equal to 1/2 everywhere else. We therefore define the following 2 m distribution tuples (P σ , Q σ ), indexed by σ:
And we also define their related full sample distributions:
CHECKING TSYBAKOV NOISE ASSUMPTION
Now let's check that the Tsybakov low-noise assumption (Definition 5) is satisfied. We have for t < C α r α /2: Q X (0 < |η(X) − 1/2| ≤ t) = 0, and for t ≥ C α r α /2: Q X (0 < |η(X) − 1/2| ≤ t) = mw.
Thus, this assumption would be satisfied if we choose c w small enough such that:
CHECKING CONDITION (I) OF PROPOSITION 2
First we have to define our semi-metricρ (., .). Note that for any target measure Q σ for σ ∈ {−1, 1} m , as they all have the same marginal Q X , we have the following equality for any given classifier h:
where h * σ is the Bayes classifier derived from the regression function η σ . Hence, following the notations of Proposition 2 let F be the space of all classifiers, that is of all measurable functions from X to {0, 1}. We can define the following semi-distance on F:
Note that we have:
where ρ H (σ, σ ) . = card({z ∈ Z 1 : σ(z) = σ (z)}) is the Hamming distance. Notice that because all of the h * σ 's are different from each other, we could actually re-index the sample distributions Π σ by their respective Bayes classifiers h * σ and, as in Proposition 2, we could set H = {h * σ : σ ∈ {−1, 1} m }. Now we would like to select M + 1 of the 2 m above sample distributions Π σ such that the distances of their respective Bayes classifiers, in term ofρ (., .), are as high as possible. We want also M to be as large as possible so that inequality (ii) in Proposition 2 is verified. This dilemma is solved thanks to Lemma 5.
Call
where the σ i 's are the ones deduced from Lemma 5. Let's also define h * i , for 0 ≤ i ≤ M , their related Bayes classifiers and their respective full sample distributions:
Note that for this selected family of distributions, the condition (i) of Proposition 2 is satisfied as follows for some c > 0 independent of n P and n Q :
Note that by independence we have for i ∈ {1, . . . , M }:
Notice also that because C α ≤ 1/2, we have that every regression functions η σ i are in [1/4, 3/4] . This implies that ∀i, P i P 0 and Q i Q 0 as all these distributions have the same marginals P X and Q X respectively. Hence, we get:
as C α ≤ 1/2 and r ≤ 1. On the other hand, following the same steps we get:
But as c r ≤ 1 we have:
Therefore we get:
With c w small enough, the constant in front of log(M ) is below 1/8, and hence the last condition of Proposition 2 is verified.
CHOOSING THE CONSTANT c w AND CONCLUSION To conclude we just need to take c w as small as necessary so that inequalities (8) and (9) are satisfied and the constant in the R.H.S. of equation (12) is below 1/8. Note that this value will be independent of n P and n Q .
The lower bound is obtained by applying Proposition 2 on the family of sample distributions {Π σ } σ∈{−1,1} m , that can be re-indexed by there respective Bayes classifiers h * σ . Note that by equality (10), for any classifier h, we can replaceρ (h, h * i ) by the excess error of h. Finally, as this family is a (finite) subfamily of the class T (DM) , the lower bound obtained from Proposition 2 would work also for T (DM) . That is, for any classifierĥ built upon ((X, Y)) we have:
. By Markov inequality, we therefore also get the lower bound in expectation as in the statement of Theorem 1.
Remark 6
In the above proof, we arrive at a coefficient C d > 0, independent of n P and n Q ; however, a small technicality, alluded to earlier, is that the class T (DM) specifies a fixed C d which might differ from the one arrived at. If the one arrived at is larger, we're fine. Otherwise, to make C d as large as specified for a given T (DM) , we can easily amend the construction by instead considering a smaller hypercube of side length D < 1 included in X (the remaining space having zero probability under Q X ). We would therefore focus on subdivisions of size r D = r · D; by keeping m and w unchanged (that is, still depending only on r), equation (8) would now read:
We can then take D small enough (and independent of n P and n Q ) to appropriately increase the densities so as to satisfy the doubling measure assumption with any given C d .
The same approach works towards obtaining any desired coefficient C γ from Definition 3.
A.2. Lower Bound for
, for some d ∈ N * , and assume that γ < ∞. There exists a constant c = c(T (BCN) ) such that, for any classifierĥ learned on (X, Y) and with knowledge of P X , Q X , we have:
Proof The proof of the lower bound for the (BCN) regime follows almost all the same lines as the above lower bound proof of Proposition 3 for the (DM)regime. The only difference is that we don't have to satisfy the doubling measure assumption for Q X and hence we don't need the densities to be bounded away from zero independently of n P and n Q as in equation (8). In this case, we can set r, m and w as follows:
where c r = 1/9, c m = (8/9) d and c w ∈ (0, 1], implying that 8 ≤ m < r −1 d and mw < 1. After, all the steps are identical to the lower bound proof for (DM), with the difference that d 0 = 2 + β + d/α here. In particular, equations (9) and (12) are unchanged, and therefore we just need to take c w small enough so that the Tsybakov noise assumption (Definition 5) and condition (ii) from Proposition 2 are satisfied. Finally, from equation (11), we have again:
where c > 0. Thus, by applying Proposition 2, we get the desired lower bound. 4
A.3. Lower Bounds when
There exists a constant c = c(T ) such that, for any classifierĥ learned on (X, Y) and with knowledge of P X , Q X , we have: sup
Proof As the proof of the lower bound for γ = ∞ is again quite similar to the previous ones, we treat both regimes (BCN) and (DM) simultaneously, by taking d 0 = 2 + d/α when T = T (DM) and BCN) . Actually, the main difference is the choice of the source marginal P X . Notice that because γ = ∞ we have no restriction on the choice of such a probability measure. In particular, we could set the density of P X being equal to zero on X Q , and the proof would be even more direct. However, we do the proof of the lower bound with p 0 , p 1 > 0 to show that, indeed, the lower bound even holds for the situations where we have both X Q ⊂ X P and γ = ∞. For c r = 1/9, we set: r = c r (1 + n Q ) −1/(αd 0 ) , and w and m are defined as in the previous proofs. The construction of the marginal Q X remains also the same. Recall that q 1 is the density of Q X w.r.t. Lebesgue measure on each set B(z, r/6) for z ∈ Z 1 . We define P X as having density p 1 on these sets as follows:
Furthermore, as before, we set P X as being uniformly distributed on B(z, r/2)\B(z, r/3) for each z ∈ Z 1 so that P X (B(z, r/2)) = Q X (B(z, r/2)), and again we still set P X to have the same density p 0 = q 0 than Q X on the hypercubes B(z, r/2) for all z ∈ Z 0 . The following lines of the proof remain identical to the ones in the previous proofs, until the computation of the KullbackLeibler divergence which becomes instead:
Hence, equation (12) becomes:
Note also that equation (11) is now as follows:
Thus, by taking again c w small enough such that all conditions and assumptions are satisfied, we can apply Proposition 2 to get the lower bound of Theorem 1 for the case where γ = ∞. 1. Take α ≥ 1 and a, b ≥ 0, then:
2. Take α, α > 0 and a, b ≥ 0 such that a + b > 0. Then if α ≥ 1:
, and when α < 1, we have:
Proof Inequalities (a) are well-known and inequalities (b) are direct consequences of the later. So we need just to prove inequality (c). Note that the cases a = 0 or b = 0 are trivial, so we can restrict ourselves to the situation where both a > 0 and b > 0. Plugging in the expression of we get:
.
Note that:
This means that a 1−α 1 β 1 is minimum in the left component of the denominator if and only if ba −α 2 β 1 is minimum in the right component. First, assume that it is a 1−α 1 β 1 the minimum in the left component. Recall that α 1 β 1 ≤ 1 and
In this case, from equation (13) we have:
Hence, we can notice that a 1−α 1 β 1 ≥ 1 2 a 1−α 1 β 1 + 1 2 b 1−α 2 β 2 . This lead us to the result:
Now assume that b 1−α 2 β 2 is strictly the minimum in the right component (recall that, by (13), this is equivalent to a −β 1 > b −β 2 ), we have:
Therefore, again we have b 1−α 2 β 2 ≥ 1 2 a 1−α 1 β 1 + 1 2 b 1−α 2 β 2 from which we can conclude:
Lemma 8 (Bounding the bias using the implicit 1-NNs) Fix x ∈ X . Let {X (i) } k i=1 its k nearestneighbors as in Definition 9 and {X i } k i=1 its k implicit 1-NNs from Definition 12. We have the following inequality:
Proof Actually the proof of the inequality can be done for any subset of size k of the data (X, Y). That is, for any
we have:
Indeed, assume WLOG that ρ(
, this clearly implies that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, ρ(X (i) , x) ≤ ρ(X i , x). Inequality (14) is a direct consequence of this.
B.2. Proof of Theorem 2
The main arguments are given here inline, and require bias and variance bounds we establish in subsequent sections.
Recall the bound on the excess error ofĥ k derived in Proposition 1:
Under (DM), we bound the terms E[Φ 1 (X)]+E[Φ 2 (X)] using Lemma 11 and the term E[Φ 3 (X)] using Lemma 12. We get the following bound under the (DM) regime:
, where C 1 , C 2 > 0 are two constants and d 0 = 2 + d/α. Under (BCN), we also bound the terms E[Φ 1 (X)] + E[Φ 2 (X)] using Lemma 11, but the term E[Φ 3 (X)] is now bounded in Lemma 14 using another approach than for the (DM) case. Applying this lemma, we get the following bound under the (BCN) regime:
, where d 0 = 2+β +d/α, C 1 , C 2 > 0 are two constants with the exception that C 2 = C 2 log(2(n P + n Q )) when α = d. The upperbounds of Theorem 2 are deduced by just plugging in the value of k = Θ(n
, and where k is also chosen such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n P ∨ n Q . To see that the above setting of k indeed yields the rates of Theorem 2, a bit of nontrivial algebra is required. This is handled in Lemma 9 below.
Lemma 9 (Plugging in the value of k) Let the exponent d 0 > 2 be as defined in Theorem 2, that is,
Then, for some constant C 2 > 0 we have that:
Proof From result 2 of Lemma 7, note that proving the bound (15) is in fact equivalent to proving that there exists a constant C 2 > 0 such that:
Notice also that, as 1 ≤ k ≤ n P ∨ n Q , we can find a lower bound on the floor values such that:
, so we just need to bound
In order to use Lemma 7, remark that we can rewrite the upper bound on k as follows:
We can use finally result 3 from Lemma 7 by setting:
Q . Now let's check the sufficient conditions to apply result 3, we have:
Therefore we conclude by using inequality (3) from Lemma 7. For some constant C 2 > 0, we have:
The following is a generalization of a chaining argument of (Audibert and Tsybakov, 2007, Lemma 3.1) adapted to our setting. In particular, in their result, the counterpart for the function G k is the regression error of a generic estimator; here we essentially extend their techniques to any function G k depending on k.
Lemma 10 (A generic chaining argument) Fix Q that has noise parameters β,
a set of measurable functions of (X, Y) and X indexed by k, where X ∼ Q X independent of (X, Y). Suppose that there exist C, c > 0, such that:
Then the below expectation (taken w.r.t. both (X, Y) and X) is bounded as follows:
Proof By using Fubini theorem and then the bound assumed in the lemma, we have:
We can decompose the expectation in the above upperbound over the disjoint sets A i :
Now each term in the above sum can be bounded this way:
where we used Definition 5 in the third inequality, and replaced δ by its value in the last one. Now, we have:
Therefore, from equation (17) and using the inequalities from (18) and (19), we finally get inequality (16) of the lemma.
Lemma 11 (Bounding E(Φ 1 (X)) and E(Φ 2 (X))) Consider Φ 1 and Φ 2 as defined in Proposition 1. Under both (DM) and (BCN) distributional regimes, there exists a constant C > 0 such that:
. By the tower property, followed by a Hoeffding inequality, we have that ∀k ≥ 1, ∀x ∈ X , ∀ > 0:
Again, using a Hoeffding inequality we have that ∀k ≥ 1, ∀x ∈ X , ∀ > 0:
Hence using Lemma 10 for either Φ 1 , Φ 2 , we get
, and
Lemma 12 (Bounding E(Φ 3 (X)) under (DM)) Consider Φ 3 as defined in Proposition 1. Under (DM), there exists a constant C > 0 such that
. Take x ∈ X Q , we start by rewriting the expectation inside the indicator function as follows:
Now let's recall that Q X is doubling (see (DM) and Definition 6), that is:
Combining it with equation (2) from Definition 3, we have:
Thus, note that for any γ (and in particular for γ = ∞), using only the fact that Q X is doubling, we can bound the expectation by:
We use this bound to treat the case γ = ∞. But for the moment assume γ < ∞. Recall that C d , C γ ≤ 1. We get for any x ∈ X Q :
To bound this integral we are going to use a chaining argument, that is we are going to discretize this integral. Set c = max(
. Let's use inequality (3) from Lemma 7. k . Recall that k ≤ n P ∨ n Q and hence a + b > 0. Applying inequality (3) from Lemma 7:
Now let c i = i.c for i ≥ 0. We have therefore:
where we used equation (21) in the last inequality. As d > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that:
Now, for any x ∈ X Q we can bound the expectation as follows:
where we used result (2) from Lemma 7 in the last inequality. Therefore, by using Definition 5, we get:
Finally, the case γ = ∞ is proved by starting from equation (20) and by following the same steps (and even simpler ones) as above.
B.5. Bounding E[Φ 3 (X)] under (BCN)
Recall that the main difficulty under (BCN)is that nearest neighbor distances are not uniformly bounded over x. However, they can be bounded on average using the fact that domain X Q admits finite covers; such intuition is used for instance in the proof of Lemma 6.4 in Györfi et al. (2006, section 6.3) , itself being a special case of Theorem 1 from Kulkarni and Posner (1995) . Here, we have to be careful as we consider nearest neighbor distances over a combined sample from two separate distributions. We start with the following result concerning the tail (as defined by some parameter) of such distances.
Lemma 13 (Bounding 1-NN bias) Assume (P, Q) ∈ T (BCN) . Take ∈ (0, 1] and define
Then, there exist two constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that, when γ < ∞:
and when γ = ∞:
Proof We can use Fubini theorem to get:
Now let's focus on the inner integral. Take t ∈ [ , ∆ α X ] and consider a cover of X Q composed of balls (B i ) i∈I of diameter t 1/α indexed by some set I of size N (X Q , ρ, t 1/α ). We can therefore decompose the above mentioned integral as follows:
, where we used equation (2) from Definition 3 in inequality (22), the fact that for a > 0, we have e −ax x ≤ a −1 e −1 , ∀x ≥ 0 in the next inequality and Definition 7 in the last inequality. Note also that when γ = ∞ inequality (22) can be replaced by:
But for now, let's assume γ < ∞. Assuming that
dt. Now assume d > α. By switching the integral with the min sign, we get:
Notice that, by following nearly identical steps, we get the same inequality (or an even tighter one) in the case where either
Thus, we arrive at the desired inequality for the case d > α and γ < ∞. When d = α, the r.h.s. of (24) can be bounded as:
Again the case where either
is handled similarly. Now for γ = ∞, note that by equations (22) and (23), and following the above intermediary steps, we get that:
Lemma 14 (Bounding E(Φ 3 (X)) under (BCN)) Consider Φ 3 as defined in Proposition 1. We work under (BCN) regime. Assume γ < ∞, there exist two constants C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that, for d > α:
,
The case γ = ∞ has the same bounds where one just plug-in γ = ∞ in these (that is, they will depend only on k and n Q ).
Proof Here we have to be careful about the order of integration as we at times deal with integration under indicator functions (see e.g. equation (25) below). We start with the following decomposition over small nearest neighbor distances and larger ones over a fixed tail parameter > 0:
where A( , x) denotes the integral in r.h.s. of the previous inequality. We can now use this inequality to bound E[Φ 3 (X)] as follows:
where we used equation (2) from Definition 3 in the last inequality. We now use Lemma 13 to bound E Q [A( , X)] for ≤ 1. Assume γ < ∞. The case γ = ∞ will be omitted as it follows the same lines (and is in fact more direct). Recall that α ≤ d and take:
. Therefore we can apply Lemma 7 inequality (3) to get:
Therefore, for instance for d > α, from equation (25) and by using Lemma 13 and inequality (26), we obtain that there exist C, C 1 , C 2 > 0 constants such that:
, where we used result (2) from Lemma 7 in the last inequality.
The case d = α is treated the same way.
Algorithm 2: Adaptive NN classification estimate Input: A labeled sample (X, Y) of size n, a query point x and an integer k 0 ≥ 1 For the input x and for any k callη k (x)
Lemma 15 (Relating NN distances) Let x ∈ X , 1 ≤ k ≤ (n P + n Q )/2 and consider R ⊂ [n P + n Q ] such that X R is a k-2k cover of X. Call X R (i) the i-th nearest neighbor of x from X R . We still call X (i) the i-th nearest neighbor of x from X. Then:
Proof We do the proof by contradiction. Assume that for some i ∈ [k], we have:
It means that in the ball B(x, 3ρ(X (i+k) , x)) there are strictly less than i observations from X R and in the ball B(x, ρ(X (i+k) , x)) there are at least i + k observations from X. Therefore, there must be a x ∈ X\X R such that x ∈ B(x, ρ(x, X (i+k) )). As:
We have therefore that B(x , 2ρ(X (i+k) , x)) contains strictly less than i elements from X R but at least k + i elements from X, meaning that it contains at least k + 1 elements from X\X R while having less than k elements from X R .
Therefore, among the 2k nearest neighbors of x from X, there are strictly less than k elements from X R , this is in contradiction with the definition of a k − 2k cover (see Definition 10).
We now present, without proof, a second lemma due to Kpotufe (2011) which bounds in high probability the error of regression of a k-NN estimator. We adapt it to our situation of classification under the covariate-shift setting.
Lemma 16 (Lemma 3 from Kpotufe (2011)) Assume that the VC-dimension V B of B, the class of all the balls in (X , ρ), is finite. For any independently distributed sample {(X i , Y i )} n i=1 (not necessarily identically distributed), with at least the same conditional distribution η(
and Y (i) its label. Then for δ > 0, we have with probability at least 1 − δ:
C.3. Proof of Theorem 3
In this proof we use the following notations. For the variables of Algorithm 2, we respectively callη -k ,η + k ,η k the respective values of the variablesη -,η + ,η at iteration k. Remind that we call Algorithm 2 with, as input, a labeled sample (X, Y) R such that X R is a k-2k cover of X for all
(i) the i-th nearest neighbor of x from X R and Y R (i) its label. Finally, for all k and x, we callη k,R (x)
For δ ∈ (0, 1), consider the event:
Note that the variables R and n R are random as they are characteristics of the cover built by Algorithm 1. However, the construction of this cover, before querying labels, depends only on the feature samples X. Thus, by conditioning on X and using Lemma 16 we get that P(A δ |X) ≥ 1 − δ . By tower property, we have that event A δ has (unconditional) probability at least 1 − δ . Now, let δ = (n P + n Q ) −(β+1)/d 0 . We can see that there exists a constant N 1 = N 1 (T ) such that ∀n P , n Q s.t. n P + n Q ≥ N 1 :
Moreover, as an optimal choice of k (see for instance Theorem 2), let:
Note that, as V B ≥ 1, we have therefore that ∃N 2 = N 2 (T ), n P + n Q ≥ N 2 :
where the right inequality is obtained from our assumption (n p + n Q ) ≥ Ck 3 0 log 3 (n P + n Q ) for an appropriately chosen universal constant C. Indeed, as d 0 ≥ we have:
The right inequality is deduced from this fact. Notice that we just need to prove the upper bound of the theorem only for n P and n Q big enough, as indeed we can then increase the constant C so that the inequality of the theorem remains true for lower values of n P and n Q . So, from now on, let δ = (n P + n Q ) −(β+1)/d 0 and assume that n P + n Q ≥ N 1 ∨ N 2 .
First, let's suppose in our analysis that we are under the event A δ . Hence we have:
∀x ∈ X , ∀k ∈ K, |η k,R (x) − η(x)| ≤ max log(n R )
Notice that the function k → k −1/2 is decreasing while k → k −1 k i=1 ρ α (X R (i) , x) is nondecreasing. Therefore, it makes sense to define:
Note that for n P + n Q ≥ N 3 for some N 3 = N 3 (T ), we have k * = −∞ as ρ(X R (i) , x) ≤ ∆ X for any i and x. We can assume again n P + n Q ≥ N 3 , so that k * = −∞. We have therefore:
Now, call k stop the iteration k at which the algorithm stops, that is:
There are two cases: 1st Case: k stop < k * Obviously this implies that k stop ≤ n R /2 and also, as ∀k ≤ k * , η(x) ∈ [η -k ,η + k ] we cannot have thatη -2kstop >η + 2kstop . Therefore, if k stop < k * , it only means thatη + kstop < 1/2 orη -kstop > 1/2. In this case as η(x) ∈ [η -kstop ,η + kstop ], this implies:
Therefore the excess error at x is equal to 0. That is:
2 η(x) − 1 2 1 h * (x) =ĥ R (x) = 0.
2nd Case: k stop ≥ k * Recall again that k → k −1/2 is decreasing and k → k −1 k i=1 ρ α (X R (i) ) non-decreasing and hence the following minimum:
is reached at either k * or 2k * . This means:
Indeed this inequality is obvious when the minimum µ is reached at k * . And if it is reached at 2k * , it means that:
and then we deduce inequality (27) 
Note also that there is a k ∈ K such that k ≤ k(n P , n Q ) ≤ 2k. Hence we have:
So we can bound the excess error at x as follows:
We recognize a bias-variance bound that is similar to the one we obtained in our proofs of Theorem 2 and Proposition 1. Except the log terms and some additional constant factors, the only difference is that the bias term depends on a cover X R instead of the full sample X. We use Lemma 15 to show that it is almost the same thing. Indeed we have:
The rest of the proof is therefore done following similar lines as for the upper bound proof (see Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 and the proofs in Appendix B), as the optimal k(n P , n Q ) we chose is indeed the one of Theorem 2. Finally, recall that we did all these lines under the event A δ . As its complement has probability at most (n P + n Q ) −(β+1)/d 0 that is of the order of the convergence rate we seek, this ends the proof of the theorem.
The above lines prove that n PPX (B(x, ρ(x, X Q (k) ))) ≥ k that is the ball B(x, ρ(x, X Q (k) )) contains k elements of X P . Hence, we have ρ(x, X P (k) ) ≤ ρ(x, X Q (k) ). Thus when
we have with probability at least 1−2δ that Algorithm 1 won't make any query as ∀x ∈ X Q , ∀k ∈ K, x has at least k elements of X P in its 2k-NN from X.
Appendix D. Extensions
We give in this section a couple of extensions of our results to more general settings. The below proposition gives what we should expect as rates of convergence in the situation where the support of P doesn't include the one of Q, but are in some sense close to each other, allowing some amount of transfer. For the case T = T (BCN) with α = d, C 1 is replaced with C 1 · log(2(n P + n Q )), and C 2 with C 2 · log(2(1 + n Q )) Proof [Outline] The proof is simply done by dividing the expected excess error into two parts
Q }] where X ∼ Q X is independent of the data (X, Y) and E Q (ĥ)(x) . = η(x) − 1 2 ·1{ĥ(x) = h * (x)} is the excess error at point x. The L.H.S. rates are obtained by bounding E (X,Y),X [E Q (ĥ k 1 )(X)1{X ∈ X γ Q }] following similar lines as in our proof of the upper bounds in Theorem 2 (see Proposition 1 and subsequent lemmas and proofs in Appendix B). Indeed, we can redo all theses proofs by restricting the integral to the set X γ Q as we just need in this case that the condition of Definition 3 to be satisfied only on this subset for some γ. Finally, the R.H.S. rates are simply obtained because E (X,Y),X [E Q (ĥ k 2 )(X)1{X / ∈ X γ Q }] is simultaneously bounded by and by the rate of convergence in the worst case scenario of γ = ∞.
The last proposition treats the case where the covariate-shift assumption is not verified, that is, there are two different regression functions η P and η Q though close to each other.
Proposition 7 (Minimax rates without covariate-shift) Assume that P and Q have respective regression functions η P and η Q such that η P − η Q ∞ ≤ , for ∈ [0, 1]. Let T denote either T (DM) or T (BCN) , where here we added the previous assumption on η P and η Q to the definitions of these classes of distribution tuples. For T = T (BCN) assume further that α < d. There exists a constant C = C(T ) such that, for a k-NN classifierĥ k we have For the case T = T (BCN) with α = d, C above is replaced with C · log(2(n P + n Q )).
Proof Note that in this setting we would have:
In this case we obtain this bound on the regression error:
Note that by assumption the middle term is bounded as follows:
Hence, by using 1{x ≤ a + b} ≤ 1{x ≤ 2a} + 1{x ≤ 2b}, and using low noise assumption, we get:
To bound A, we just follow the lines of our previous upper-bound analysis.
